Agenda

Sounding Rocket Working Group Meeting

20 January 2006

NASA/Wallops Flight Facility

Bldg. E-104, Chincoteague Room

9:00 A.M. Welcome, Review of Agenda  Pfaff
9:05 NASA HQ Remarks on the Sounding Rocket Program  Mellott
9:30 Sounding Rocket Project Office Update  Eberspeaker
10:20 Review of Findings from Previous SRWG Meeting  Pfaff/Eberspeaker
10:30 BREAK
10:45 Black Brant AIB Report and Recovery Plan  Nelson/Yuhas/Hickman
11:15 Sub-orbital Education Initiative  Pollock/Christian
11:30 Standardized Payloads in Geospace  Larsen
11:45 Science Update: Rocket Science in the Far Ultraviolet  J. Green

12:00 LUNCH

12:45 P.M. NSROC Update and Ongoing Engineering Efforts  Maddox
           NSROC State of Affairs
           NSROC Operations  Scott
           NSROC Engineering Efforts  Krause, Weaver
           NSROC Summary

2:30 BREAK

2:45 Executive Session  SRWG
           (Including Recommendations and Review)

4:30 ADJOURN